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AGenda/Objectives
Your brand in writing; 
❏ Micro writing < 280 characters ~ Twitter accounts, one tweet and follow at 

least two individuals; 
❏ Mezzo writing <  200 words ~ blog posts identifying subjects suitable for 

blogging; 
❏ Macro writing < > 5,000 words ~ academic writing and the outlets we love for 

these articles. 



A Personal Brand

Your personal brand is the story people think of when they 
hear your name...

–Great manager 

–Make it happen person

–One of [name your org, school, company] best and brightest

–I’d work with her anytime

–She’s always ready to help a new hire

–I’ve seen and respect her work on several papers

–She always puts us first



Your personal brand is built over a career by you, your managers, your peers



How can your writing 
accelerate you reaching your 

goals personally and 
professionally??



Let’s do this



This little box is your canvas



● Twitter is headline news
● Currency is likes and re-tweets 
● Ok to have a 1:1 following:follower ratio
● Tweets with images get shared more often
● Only link to content you’ve read/vetted
● Be mindful of your brand

Twitter Basics
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Putting it into action
Tag your tweets with #NSWM30

Add images

Write content you want to remember and that you think others 
would benefit from knowing







Academic Pub 
to Popular Post



Academic > Popular
I started writing academic articles 
(i.e. peer-reviewed journal 
articles) about youth suicide in 
2005. Since 2011, my publications 
have increasingly focused on youth 
suicide in schools. I've published 
empirical and conceptual pieces for 
academic audiences. Most important: 
lots of citations. 

Linda Grobman, editor of New Social 
Worker, partnered with AAS to 
produce a series of suicide-related 
content for Suicide Prevention 
Month. I took ideas I had written 
about in my scholarly publications 
and re-wrote those ideas for a 
non-academic audience. The article 
was called "Suicide Risk in 
Schools: What Social Workers Need 
to Know." It was New Social 
Worker's most read article of 2018. 



Blog →
Academic book





From Practice 
to Publication



Journals and Other periodicals



Q&A


